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NUEW President Conducts
Seminar in Hagaz
The President of the National
Union of Eritrean Women
(NUEW), Ms. Tekea Tesfamichael
has conducted seminar in Hagaz
sub-zone.
She gave briefing regarding
the objective situation in the
homeland and the region, the role
of women in the armed struggle
for independence and the nationbuilding process, among others.
Ms. Tekea called on women to
develop their potentials and make
due contribution.

Confucius Institute, School of
Chinese Language and Culture
in Eritrea, has launched the
construction of a new building.
Speaking at the ground breaking
event, Mr. Semere Russom,
Minister of Education, noted the
existing friendly relations between
Eritrea and the People’s Republic of
China and said that the construction
of the new building attests to the
close cooperation in the domain of

education.
Likewise, the PRC Ambassador
to Eritrea, Mr. Yong Zigang,
commended
the
Eritrean
Government’s cooperation for the
establishment of the Institute and
added that the Institute is expected to
make due contribution in education
and culture.
Dr. Wang Xiaohua, Director of
the Confucius Institute, said on
his part that the building would be

Southern Regional Assembly Meeting

constructed at 2500 square meters
involving an expenditure of 4
million dollars.

Speaking at the meeting in
Mendefera town, Mr. Woldai Gebre,
Chairman of the Regional Assembly,
stated that improved standard of
living depends on socio-economic
advancement and called for
integrated effort to ensure effective
implementation of development
programs.
He pointing out that a number
of projects including potable water
supply, educational and health
services have been implemented in a
number of administrative areas and
called for judicious use of available

resources.
Mr. Woldai further stressed the
paramount importance of launching
awareness-raising campaigns on
preserving natural resources. A
number of government institutions
presented
2016
performance
reports.
Following extensive discussion
on the reports presented, members
of the regional Assembly adopted
a number of recommendations and
resolutions pertaining to the overall
activities in the region.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr.
Efrem Gebrekrstos, Governor of the
Southern region, called for persistent
effort towards ensuring effective
implementation of development
programs.

Moreover, the NUEW branch
in Gash Barka region celebrated
International Women’s Day at
regional level in Haikota under the
theme “Eritrean Woman: Guarantor
of Sovereignty and Development”.
The chairperson of the NUEW
branch in the region, Ms.
Yihdega Yohannes, called for
strong women’s participation
in development programs and
avoiding harmful practices.

Mr. Yemane Gebremeskel,
Minister of Information, Mr.Arefaine
Berhe, Minister of Agriculture, Mr.
Kahsai Gebrehiwet, Minister of
Labor and Human Welfare as well
as Prof. Tadesse Mehari, Executive
Director of National Commission
for Higher Education were present
on the occasion.

Agriculture Ministry’s Action Program
During its annual meeting, the
Ministry of Agriculture assessed
the achievements registered and
the challenges encountered in
2016 and mapped out action
programs for this year.

The Southern Regional Assembly
has conducted the 16th regular
meeting under the theme ‘Preserving
our natural resources; a cornerstone
for our development’.

Similarly, the Head of the NUEW
branch in Anseba region, Ms.
Amina Hassen urged women to
enhance participation at the work
places and thus strive for achieving

competence.
Ms. Amna Haj, Administrator
of Hagaz sub-zone, on her part
noted that seminars are significant
in raising women’s awareness and
that different programs are being
organized for the same cause.

The meeting shed light on
the renovation and construction
of water reservoirs, livestock
health service provision, fruit and
vegetable farms, the prevalence
of pests and the measures taken
to control them as well as bee-

farming activities, among others.
It also discussed the activities
undertaken among that include the
introduction of ‘Tissue Culture’,
the distribution of Adhanet
smokeless oven in the Central
region, development and storage
of potato seeds in the Southern
region, distribution of select
chickpeas and introduction of
select seeds in Gash Barka region,
livestock vaccination campaign
and the introduction of mini-

farming in the Anseba region,
in addition to locust control
campaign in the Northern Red Sea
region and honey production, and
vegetable farming in the Southern
Red Sea region.
In closing remarks, Mr. Arefaine
Berhe, Minister of Agriculture,
called for making the necessary
preparations for the upcoming
rainy season, ensuring food
security, as well as soil and water
conservation.
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International Women’s Day:
Progress, Change, Celebration
Dr. Fikrejesus Amahazion
Around the world, International
Women’s Day (IWD) represents
an important opportunity to
celebrate the tremendous progress,
great achievements, and immense
contributions of women, promote
unity, reiterate support for and
reaffirm commitment to genderrelated issues, and take action
to ensure equality. Each year,
thousands of events, including
rallies,
global
gatherings,
conferences, awards, exhibitions,
festivals, sports competitions,
concerts, and more, are organized by
various organizations and entities,
including women’s networks,
corporations, charities, educational
institutions, government bodies,
political parties, the media and
grassroots communities.
Emerging from the activities of
women’s and labour movements at
the turn of the twentieth century in
North America and across Europe,
IWD was first commemorated by
the United Nations (UN) on March
8th during International Women’s
Year in 1975. This year, IWD will
be recognized under the theme
Women in the Changing World
of Work: Planet 50-50 by 2030.
According to UN Women (the
United Nations Entity for Gender
Equality and the Empowerment of
Women, also known as UN Women,
is a United Nations entity working
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for the empowerment of women),
measures that are key to ensuring
women’s economic empowerment
in the changing world of work must
include: bridging the gender pay
gap, which stands at 24 percent
globally;
recognizing women’s unpaid care
and domestic work and addressing
the gender deficit in care
work; as well as addressing
the gender gaps in leadership,
entrepreneurship and access to
social
protection; and ensuring genderresponsive economic policies for
job creation, poverty reduction
and
sustainable,
inclusive
growth. Additionally, policies must
account for the overwhelming
majority of women in the informal
economy, promote women’s access
to innovative technologies and
practices, decent work and climateresilient jobs and protect women
from violence in the work place.
In Eritrea, IWD is recognized
as a national public holiday and
many activities are planned, across
villages and cities in the country
and within Eritrean communities
around the world. For example,
at the College of Arts and Social
Sciences, located in Adi Keiyh, in
the south of the country, students,
faculty, administration, and the
surrounding community will come
together to recognize and celebrate
the important roles played by
women and girls in our families,
communities, and nation.

structural systems of inequality. The
longest African independence war
of the 1900s, and amongst the most
destructive, Eritrea’s three decades
long struggle was about far more than
just political emancipation. Rather,
it sought to usher in a complete
and radical transformation of
society. Accordingly, an important
dimension of the struggle – giving
special attention to egalitarian,
popular democratic principles and
ideals – was a particular focus
on women’s and gender-related
issues. No longer would women
be narrowly viewed as secondary,
subordinate figures within society;
instead, they would stand proudly as
full equals to men. For example, the

Eritrean People’s Liberation Front
(EPLF) – which administered large
swathes of what was then Ethiopia
– introduced initiatives to abolish
female genital mutilation/ cutting
(FGM/C), forced marriages, bride
price, child marriages, kidnappings,
and dowries.
Importantly, within the annals
of revolutionary liberation and
guerrilla movements, Eritrea’s
women were set apart upon two
dimensions – their role and their
number. During the war, Eritrean
women comprised more than 30
percent of the fighting force and they
served in all capacities, including
as “ combatants, active organisers,

According to the African
Development Bank (AfDB), Eritrea
has “gone a long way towards
achieving gender equality,” while
in a report on gender in Eritrea,
the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), which has a
country office in Asmara, noted that
“the Government of the State of
Eritrea (GSE) has demonstrated its
value for social justice and gender
equality, which has in turn created
an atmosphere conducive to gender
equality, including through specific
reference to gender equality in
policies and programs.”
Eritrea’s independence struggle
was pivotal in challenging existing
long held gender stereotypes and

teachers and administrators, as
well as mechanics, electricians,
electronic
engineers,
watch
repairers, tailors, barefoot doctors,
and village health workers”
(Firebrace and Holland 1985: 41;
Hale 2001: 160-161). Ultimately,
Eritrean women would prove
absolutely critical to the eventual
achievement of independence.
In honor and recognition of
Eritrean women’s monumental
contribution to the liberation
struggle, the country undertook
several significant steps after
independence to formally guarantee
women’s equal standing in all
sectors of society. It ratified the
Convention on the Rights of the
Child (signed 20 December 1993
and ratified 3 August 1994), the
Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (acceded 5 September
1995), and the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights (in
1999), and has worked diligently to
implement the Beijing Platform for
Action. Furthermore, Eritrea legally
prohibited harmful, traditional
practices, including FGM/C, child
marriage, bride price, kidnappings,
and dowry.
As well, the National Union
of Eritrean Women (NUEW), an
organization first established in the
1970s and boasting hundreds of
thousands of members worldwide,

Figure 1 College of Arts and Social Sciences: Female Enrollments
as Percentage of Total Enrollments
Source: Weldemichael 2016

continued on page 7
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Médecins Sans Frontière’s selective “Témoignages”:
Humanitarian or Political?
Sophia Tesfamariam
At a time when most of Europe
is grappling with its migrant
crisis, the headlines on Eritrea are
increasingly less acerbic. A report
by the Regional Mixed Migration
Secretariat (RMMS) of February
9 last month reads:“…While the
total number of migrants and
refugees arriving in Italy in
2016 hit a record, the number
of Eritrean arrivals in Italy
decreased significantly in the
past year…”.Another report
also confirms that “the number
of people seeking asylum in
Switzerland has fallen”.
These are the facts; so why then
the frothing? Why is Paris-based
Medicine Sans Frontier (MSF) so
upset and determined to reverse
this trend?
It seems that this NGO, known
for providing medical assistance
in underdeveloped countries and
in disasters and crisis around
the world, has decided to join
the intense political advocacy
campaigns directed against
Eritrea by the Ethiopian regime
and its ilk. Apparently, MSF is
angry with the European Union
“for changing its asylum policies
regarding Eritrea”. This policy
shift remains still tentative.
But the result is vivid; already
entailing a dramatic reduction in
the number of Eritreans who risk
their lives to make it to Europe
under false expectations and
sweeping “bona fide” refugee
status.
MSF worked in the various
UNHCR camps in Ethiopia
and Sudan where Eritrean
youth stayed before being
trafficked across the Sahara and
to dangerous voyages across
the Mediterranean. The MSF
report gives a chilling account
of these harrowing voyages,
of the suffering of Eritrea’s
youth in Ethiopia’s camps
and records “sexual violence,
exploitation, abuse and detention
of children”along their journey.
MSF also works on “rescue
ships” in the Mediterranean
and has had “reception centers”
set up in Italy as early as 1999,
way before the migrant crisis. It
is no wonder then that its report
contains graphic details about the
trafficking trail and the traumatic

experiences of the victims…it
seems to have been there from
the beginning.
According to its own reports:
“…Since 1999, MSF has
worked in Italy to provide health
care to illegal immigrants and
boat refugees…In 2003, MSF
opened clinics for immigrants
lacking legal status in various
regions of the country [Italy}
including Rome, Lombardy
and Sicily… Sicily is the most
popular point for boat refugees
to land in Italy. Many are
fleeing from conflict or other
dangerous situations in their
home country and risk their
lives during their voyage across
the Mediterranean Sea. On
Lampedusa, a small island
south of Sicily, an MSF nurse
provides medical care at a
reception center set up to help
newly arrived refugees…In
southern Italy where agriculture
is the main economic activity,
thousands of illegal immigrants
work as seasonal farm help. The
workers are asylum seekers or
undocumented refugees. Their
living and working conditions
are often dismal and they
have limited access to health
care…”
MSF says its latest report about
Eritrea is based on “hundreds of
conversations and 106 in-depth
testimonies from Eritreans”.
These selective “témoignages/
testimonies” were collected
mostly in Ethiopian camps and
from frightened, tired and weary
migrants aboard its rescue ships
in the Mediterranean. These
“rescue ships” have also come
under scrutiny. A 17 February
report in the Irish Sun said:
“…The fleet of privately-run
aid vessels rescuing migrants off
the Libyan coast and bringing
them to Italy is “of interest” to
Italian investigators…Catania
prosecutor Carmelo Zuccaro
said the boats were not currently
suspected of illegal activity but
had drawn attention for their
sophisticated and expensive
operations…By last summer
close to ten different NGOs,
financed mainly through private
donations, were taking part in
migrant relief operations off
Libya…the EU’s border control
agency Frontex raised the

possibility of traffickers putting
migrants out to sea could be in
collusion with the private ships
that recover them and bring
them to Italy “like taxis”…”
Aquarius is the boat charted by
Doctors Without Borders (MSF)
but MSF is also said to be operating
from boats funded by George
Soros’ Open Society. In any
case, the Frontex investigations
will provide a better insight into
the trafficking networks, which
include NGOs and media groups,
and their financiers.
MSF provides no evidence to
support its outlandish accusations
against Eritrea in its 44 page
report. Its long held bias against
Eritrea is documented and this is
not the first time that MSF has
producing distorted, politically
motivated statements about
Eritrea, while it has remained
conspicuously silent on the
atrocities being committed by the
minority regime in Ethiopia, right
under its nose.
MSF has yet to report on the
massacres of innocent protesters
in the nationwide protests that
have engulfed Ethiopia for over
a year. It has not penned a single
article or report on the draconian
Emergency Declaration that has
led to the arbitrary detention of
over 22,000 Ethiopians (regime’s
figures) and the cold blooded
killings of hundreds. It has not
“spoken out” on the detention of
opposition figures and journalists,
or about the abuse of refugees in
the many UNHCR funded camps
established in Ethiopia.
Judging from the flurry of
“Alerts” being disseminated
through the NGO and media
networks, Arjan Hehenkamp,
MSF General Director, seems
to be upset with the European
Union’s decision to stem the
flow of migrants and stop the
suffering of Eritreans and others
who are being lured to take these
dangerous voyages. It should
be noted that Arjan Hehencamp
works closely with EEPA and
Mirjam Van Reisen who serves
as one of the “Directors” at
the International Commission
for Eritrean Refugees (ICER).
Miriam Van Reisen is an avowed
apologist of colonial occupation
of Eritrea and has been involved

in a decade-long vilification
campaign against the State of
Eritrea and its leadership.
The latest report about Eritrea is
part of a coordinated anti-Eritrea
campaign by MSF and includes
political exhibitions (touring
the United States and Canada)
and forums with members of
the Eritrean Quislings League
(EQL) and European NGOs such
as the European External Policy
Advisors (EEPA), run by Mirjam
Van Reisen. As alluded to earlier,
the latter has long targeted Eritrea
and produced voluminous and
invective reports about Eritrea
to the European Union, US think
tanks and the UN Human Rights
Council.
MSFs “refugee” processing
centers and rescue missions are
threatened by EU’s policies. If
Eritreans are not making the
dangerous treks, filling Ethiopia’s
UNHCR sponsored camps and
making the dangerous voyages
across the Mediterranean, there
will be no work-no funding- for
MSF or its partners. In 2015,
Hehenkamp and Reisen were
panelists in a discussion about
their work with “refugees on
European soil” and agreed that aid
organizations must “speak against
the European asylum policy” and
decided that “the humanitarian
principle of neutrality” need not
apply this time…
So to “speak out”, MSF
decided to accuse Eritrea
based on selective self-serving
témoignages-some of which
contain outright fabrications.
Suffice it to mention a couple of
examples.
1.
One of its testimonies
says the following:
“…One night, while we
moved by train from Mora to
Assab, I was on night watch as
a guard. That’s when I escaped.
I was very scared because, to
cross the border, I had to cross
Eritrea’s largest river. When I
crossed, the Eritrean military
shot at me. I dived underwater
and swam for my life…”
As far as this author knows,
there is no rail service between
Mora and Assabin Eritrea. Neither
place is near “Eritrea’s largest

river”. So unless the person is
telling MSF that he or she swam
across the Red Sea, this testimony
is geographically untenable.
2.
This one is about a
family that lives in Sudan; not in
Eritrea. It reads:
“…My husband and I fled
Eritrea many years ago. We
lived in Sudan for over 20 years.
I have four daughters. They
were all born in Sudan. Two of
them, 19 and 21 years old, went
missing. One day they went to
school in Khartoum and they
never came back. I never heard
from them. People tell me they
have been kidnapped and sold.
I’m desperate to find them…”
Eritrea celebrated its 25th
Independence Anniversary in
May 2016, so if this family lived
in Sudan for over 20years and all
their children are born in Sudan,
how are they affected by Eritrea’s
National Service program, which
MSF claims is behind the youth
flight?
The emerging changes in EU
policy have come after many fact
finding missions were conducted
in Eritrea by various agencies
including those in Denmark,
Switzerland, Norway and the
UK. Hehencamp wants to divert
attention by making false claims
about the fate of refugees who
are not allowed to remain on
European soil.There is a huge
drop in numbers making the
dangerous treks across deserts
and the sea, and also a huge drop
in the numbers of people leaving
Eritrea for “transit camps” in
Ethiopia. Whilst attempts to
lure the youth still remain, the
realization that the grass is not
really greener on the other side is
hitting home.
But this of course translates to
less lucrative projects for MSF…
MSF insists that they be allowed
to come to “European soil”, so
that they can treat them…because
without patients, there would be
no funding and no work.
MSF says:
““….Ninety per cent of Eritreans
who manage to reach Europe

continued on page 6
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March 8: Celebrating Women

Natnael Yebio W.

The 8th of March was chosen to
be the International Women’s Day,
and be celebrated every year, as a
tribute to an American textile factory
workers who in that particular
day of March the 8th, 1908, staged
a demonstration against their
employer symbolizing the level of
cruelty to women and child labor
exploitation had reached, which
testified inhuman disregard of their
worth as mothers and breadwinners
for their families.
The memories of the historical
watersheds through the long course
of women’s struggle for their rights
that culminated in having the 8th of
March recognized as the International
Women’s Day refreshes their
determination and perseverance.
Thus, though lacked formal
framework for organized struggle,
individual women in many countries
of Europe and America undertook,
single-handedly, heroic initiatives
against deprivation and exploitation
of women at various periods of
the 19th and 20th centuries. It was
the cumulative struggles of those
determined women that resulted in
the Washington Conference of 1902
in the United States, which brought
together delegates from seven
countries representing Australia,
Sweden, Germany, Britain, Canada,
Norway and the United States under
one roof. At that Conference, an ad
hoc committee was formed to take
charge of preparing another meeting
that was convened in 1904 in Berlin,
Germany. This time, delegations
from 9 countries had attended, and
formed a union to advocate the
rights of women.
In 1910 at the Second
International worldwide socialist
party congress, German socialist

Clara Zetkin proposed March 8th be
proclaimed International Women’s
Day, to commemorate the US
demonstrations and honor working
women the world over. Zetkin, a
renowned revolutionary theoretician
who argued with Lenin on women’s
rights, was considered a grave threat
to the European governments of her
time; the Kaiser called her “the most
dangerous sorceress in the empire.”

When it comes to Eritrea, Eritrean
women have proved themselves
in their struggle against injustice.
Individual Eritrean women had
involved themselves in political
activities against foreign rulers as
far back as the 40s and late 50s.
They took active part in the antiunionist campaigns as students or
co-operated with their brothers who
carried clandestine political duties in
the ranks of the Eritrean Liberation
Movement. Unfortunately, due to
circumstances, those contributions
have not yet been documented in the
annals of history, a worthy subject
for future research.
When the Eritrean armed
struggle against occupation began
in 1961 women started to play
significant role in its advancement.
They made valuable contributions
inside the homeland, on both the
rural, urban arenas, and in exile.
As their numerical participation
expanded the Eritrean women had
done crucial work at various levels
such as feeding fighters, caring for
the wounded in action, gathering
intelligence about the enemy, and\
taking part in combat. The role
Sadia Tesfu played in the success
of the Fedayeen operation against a
notorious Ethiopian, Ibrahim Hamid
Narai in the late 60s in Keren could
be cited as one of the earliest women
in combat.
As their participation’s expanded,

their need for organized work
became inevitable. Thus, In 1963
some of the Eritrean women who
were living in Sudan had formed
a secret cell whose purpose was to
assist the (ELF) and it’s still very
young military wing, the Eritrean
LiberationArmy (ELA) with valuable
information and indispensable
material help. Five years later, on 23
March 1969, students and spouses of
exiled Eritrean politicians in Cairo,
Egypt, established another union to
properly channel their efforts in the
ranks of the then rapidly advancing
national struggle. This particular
union played a crucial role in the
propagating of their people’s just
cause in the region.
By the closing years of the 60s,
as the Eritrean armed struggle
advanced, the Eritrean women
transformed their role to carry arms
side by side with their brothers.
In 1974 the Eritrean women
formed the first General Union
of Eritrean Women under the
leadership of a prominent activist
Amina Melekin. Moreover, she
became the first leadership member
of an organization in the Eritrean
struggle. The Union played a
significant role in enlightening the
Eritrean women to be aware of their
rights and to struggle for it. Ever
since the Eritrean women associated
themselves with the international
celebrations of March 8th, they began
to engage actively in organized
struggle within the framework
of their people’s resistance for
independence and liberation. It
is rationalized by the historical
value that can be accrued from the
background of women’s struggles
outlined above. The formation of the
union was an implementation of one
of the resolutions passed at the first
Congress of the ELF in 1971.
The great sacrifices the Eritrean
women had paid in the course of their
people’s struggle for independence
was exemplified by Alem Mesfin’s
heroic martyrdom for unity and
independence in 1974. In the ranks
of other organizations women had
made similar heroic sacrifices for
independence.
After the first phase of the Eritrean
people’s national struggle came to
conclusion in 1991 with the defeat
and departure of the Ethiopian
occupation forces, Eritrea achieved
formal independence and occupied
its rightful place among the
international community of nations.
When

the

Eritrean

women

commemorate every year the
International Women’s Day in
places of their presence, they
express their solidarity with
the struggles of women
everywhere
because
they understand that
cultural and socioeconomic variations
do not nullify the
commonness of the
human content of
freedom and equality.
Assessed in that
perspective, thus, the
International Women’s
Day offers the Eritrean
women an opportunity
to pose and look back at
the experience of women’s
movements as source of
inspiration out of which they infer
that their freedom ought to be won
rather than granted. It is this lesson
that the history of the International
Women’s Day had bequeathed to
posterity.

The 8th of March always rekindles
the spirit of struggle in all women
who strive to win their human
dignity and equality at all levels. In
this spirit Eritrean women must once
again renew their commitment to the
on-going struggle of our people for
prosperous nation building despite
continuous international injustice.
Every year, International Women’s
Day is seen as a time to reflect on
progress made, to call for change
and to celebrate acts of courage and
determination by ordinary women
who have played an extraordinary
role in the history of their countries
and communities. As such, the 2017
theme for International Women’s
Day is “Women in the Changing
World of Work: Planet 50-50 by
2030”.
The idea of this theme is to
consider how to accelerate the 2030
Agenda, building momentum for
the effective implementation of
the new Sustainable Development
Goals, especially Goal number
five -Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girlsand number 4 –Ensure inclusive
and quality education for all and
promote lifelong learning. The
theme will also focus on new
commitments under UN Women’s
Step It Up initiative, and other
existing commitments on gender
equality, women’s empowerment
and women’s human rights. The
world of work is changing, and with
significant implications for women.
On one hand, we have globalization,

technological
and
digital
revolution and the opportunities
they bring, and on the other hand,
the growing informality of labour,
unstable livelihoods and incomes,
new fiscal and trade policies and
environmental impacts—all of which
must be addressed in the context of
women’s economic empowerment.
Against this backdrop, only 50
per cent of working age women
are represented in the labour force
globally, compared to 76 per cent of
men. What’s more, an overwhelming
majority of women are in the informal
economy, subsidizing care and
domestic work, and concentrated in
lower-paid, lower-skill occupations
with little or no social protection.
Achieving gender equality in the
world of work is imperative for
sustainable development.
The United Nations observance
on 8th March will call upon all actors
to Step It Up for Gender Equality
towards a Planet 50-50 by 2030
by ensuring that the world of work
works for all women.
As a nation we look to be on
the right track to gender parity, yet
International Women’s Day should
serve as more than a moment to
recognize the contributions of
successive generations of Eritrean
women. Nor should this be a
day primarily reserved for selfcongratulation, although as a society
we have made significant strides.
Such behavior is a recipe for inertia
not progress. Rather than celebrating
where we have been and how far we
have come, International Women’s
Day should be an opportunity to
properly index the serious challenges
we must overcome.
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The 2016 Agricultural Assessment
Semir Seid
Agricultural Extension department
reported that a total of 2.1 million
livestock were vaccinated against
sheep and goat pox, Anthrax,
Rabies, poultry diseases and others.
Farmers in Anseba region got well
informed about the program of
sub unit compact agriculture and
like the other regions, conducted a
wide spread animal vaccination.

Every sector of a country’s
economy is crucial for its national
development, and, government
owned and private organizations
and institutions periodically assess
their performance to evaluate their
progress. That is what the Ministry
of Agriculture (MoA) did in the
final days of last week.
The two-day annual assessment
meeting of MoA heard the reports
of the six regions in general and the
agricultural divisions in particular.
The six regions presented their
annual assessments on day one
and the next day was reserved
for a series of presentations of
the national agricultural research
institution, the division of
planning and statistics, the human
resource development division,
the national laboratory as well as
public relations and agricultural
extensions. The presentations
essentially explained that the
agriculture. Ministry of Agriculture
is by all means exploring avenues
to go an extra mile of sustainable
national development.
Presentations by representatives
of the six regions have provided
audience detailed information
on issues of rainfall, soil and
water conservation, afforestation
programs, wildlife progress, crop
productions, vegetable and fruit
productions, animal husbandry
and its productions, pesticides
and others impacting the overall
economic status of the country.
The
presentations
included
comparisons of the previous two
years in terms of production and
shortages.
Experts proved that conserving
soil and rain water yields from
20% to 40% growth in production
and applauded the relentless work
is being carried out by every region
to make this a reality.
The
regions
particularly

discussed the main targets and
major achievements they made
last year. The Northern Red Sea
region managed to its crops from a
sheer locust attack. The Southern
Red Sea showed a promising
progress in honey production,
cultivation of crops and in an
irrigation based dates and lemon
growing activities. In the South
region the major achievements
were the earning of a total of 1.6
million quintals and the successful
animal vaccination.
While checking on the Central
region, the region registered a
surplus of total production of over
+236,509 quintals compared that
of 201, which was 85,362quintals.
Seeds were sown on a 25,682
hectare land which was 22,974
hectares in the previous year.
Instituting the new agricultural
technology of tissue culture,
successful introduction of new
potato seeds and the completion
of smokeless stoves (Adhanet
Mogogo) the growing number
agricultural
terraces
were
mentioned as other big triumphs.
The largest region in Eritrea, Gash
Barka, has seen many programs
implemented concomitant with
its size. The major tasks, include
the rapidly spreading tiny peas,
the introduction of quality
barley which in 2016 yielded
89 quintals in Tessenei on a 6.5
hectare of irrigated land and the
compulsory animal vaccination.
The representatives of the region
generally conclude that last year’s
production was satisfactory but
when compared to 2014, a bit
lower. This is due to shortage of
rain fall in the sub zones such as
Goluj that significantly affect the
region’s total production. A third
of Goluj sub zone has agricultural
field is cultivated using rain
water.
Anseba region on its behalf

showed a significant growth in
the overall production of cereals,
oil seeds and legumes, 406,410
quintals and a surplus of 378,840
compared to the previous year.
According to the Planning
and Statistics Department, the
agricultural statistics related to
productivity indicate a gradual
increment in the production of
production of cereals, from 0.64
tons/hectare in 2011 to 0.70tons
in 2016. Same with vegetable
production. Fruit production
has been showing production
inconsistencies in the last six
years.
In the meantime, some heavy
rainfalls across some regions
last summer caused disaster in
crops and, as a result, production

diminished. For instance, some
885.25 hectare of various crops
planted in South region were
totally destroyed by hail storm and
heavy rain.
Outbreak of diseases in all
the regions were contained. The

production activity, beside raising
a the skills of about 90% of
its youth employees remains a
concern for the ministry

The discussion also raised
leather production and emphasized
that it has to be research based.
In addition, to enhance milk
production the cultivation of green
animal food such as Alfa Alfa
should take priority. According
a law passed previously, every
farmer should preserve a 10% of

Minister Arefayne further noted
that semolina (locally known as
Aja) is an important produce and
has a nutritional value particularly
for children, thus should be
cultivated as well. Though the
progress made on beekeeping is
positive, it was stressed that more
could be harvested by helping
every peasant have his own bees.
On his final remarks, the minister
underlined the importance of
having the smokeless stoves as
they are playing an indispensable
role in protecting trees. Most of
all, he addressed that becoming
practical on development plans
would certainly add pace to the
national economy. The ministry is
currently working on 43 ongoing
and new projects operated by all
divisions.
All of this is just a bird’s eye
view of the overall assessment
the responsible divisions and
regions reported during the annual
assessment.
Practically, the
ministry has made it its guiding
principle to serve the entire
society by ensuring it gets the
most out of the least. Through the
prospective plans of strengthening
its monitoring and evaluation

the land for cultivation of green
food. Some of the other activities
that the meeting stressed were
the following; widening farmers’
agricultural activities through
dams, supporting the nurturing
of rabbits and pigs, taking good
experience from the Buffalo

systems, and through gathering
statistics on agricultural activities,
price and market information
systems along with followup activities and collaborative
works with national, regional and
international partners, the end
could be achieved.

On the occasion, Minister
Arefayne Berhe said that food
security should no longer be a
concern and the focus should be
on how to get balanced diet. The
minster further recommended that
farmers should not be restricted
only to producing cereals but they
should equally work on cultivating
oil seeds with the aim of balancing
these seeds with legumes. The
other produce discussed was sweet
potato. Considering its nutritional
significance for children and its
resistance to drought, farmers
are expected and urged to keep
producing it.
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Médecins Sans Frontière’s selective . . .
continued from page 3

beyond medicine where NGO
members may possess a certain
level of expertise…”

over land and sea are granted
asylum. European governments
recognise their claims as genuine
but despite this are doing all they
can to prevent them and other
people seeking asylum from
reaching EU shores… there are
increasing reports of Eritrean
refugees being systematically
rounded up, arbitrarily detained
and forcibly deported to Eritrea.
Sending Eritreans back to Eritrea
against their will violates the
non-refoulement principle of the
UN Refugee Convention…”

By making political assertions
about Eritrea and its national
policies, MSF goes beyond
medicine and infringes on
Eritrea’s sovereign rights and
right to self-determination.

If MSF had contacted Eritrean
Embassies across Europe and in
the United States, they would not
have made such a statement-as
Eritrea does not allow repatriation
of any of its citizens without their
consent…so if they are sending
them out of Europe-they are not
sending them to Eritrea…
MSF relies on TPLF regime,
its surrogates in the EQL as
well as its handlers (some of
whom are MSF donors) for its
“information” on Eritrea. Whilst
it seems versed on everything that
the minority regime in Ethiopia is
doing and calls for its support, it
does not mention any initiatives
that the government of Eritrea
is taking to address the illicit
trafficking of its youth. It also
does not mention Eritrea’s call
on the United Nations to conduct
an independent investigation into
the trafficking of Eritrea’s youth,
a call that seems to have fallen on
deaf ears.
Gerald M. Steinberg & Naftali
Balanson in the 2013 paper,
“NGO Malpractice: The Political
abuse of Medicine, Morality
and Science wrote about certain
humanitarian NGOs. The report
says that MSF, was “one of
the highest funded NGOs in
the world”. It also said that the
profiled NGOs, which included
MSF made:
“…human rights claims
that are inconsistent with
the
available
evidence,
tendentiously
distort
or
misrepresent the evidence that
does exist, and report as fact
claims based on unverifiable
allegations. The political, legal,
and military analysis is often
highly distorted or without
basis in fact, and outside the
expertise of the NGOs…using
their humanitarian work as an
opportunity to take partisan
positions…activism goes far

This is not the first time that
MSF has gone out of its way to
make political statement about
Eritrea, to appease the minority
regime in Ethiopia. It should
be recalled that MSF in its
13 November 2013 piece: “A
timeline of MSF in Somalia”,
wrote:
“…After the departure of
UNOSOM in March 1995,
international attention turns
away from Somalia. The Somali
people are forgotten, even as
they are forced to contend
with sporadic combat between
warlords. The Islamic Courts
Union (ICU) progressively
gains influence and power with
the support of Eritrea…”
MSF
did
not
provide
any evidence to support its
allegations. It simply parroted
the unsubstantiated allegations
that were being made by Ethiopia
at that time. Eritrea openly
objected, at the Summits in IGAD
and other international forums, to
ill-advised military interventions
by Ethiopia and the US. But
it did not provide support to
warring factions in Somalia.
Such allegations led to the unjust
and illegal UN sanctions against
the State of Eritrea and its people
in December 2009.
MSF in the same report mentions
the
“US-backed
Ethiopian
military intervention” in Somalia
but neglects to mention that it
caused the greatest humanitarian
emergency in Somalia’s history,
one that is plaguing the country
to this date and contributed to
the rise of Al Shabbab, an entity
designated as a terrorist group by
the UN.
Strangely
enough,
MSF
admits that it fostered a working
relationship with Al-Shabaab
in order to conduct its lucrative
“humanitarian
project”
in
Somalia. In a book released by
Linda Polman, a Dutch author,
MSF admits to reluctantly
subsidizing Al Shabbab. Polman
writes:
“…In Somalia, MSF was
forced to run many operations
by “remote control” because of

the risk from Islamist fighters.
In 2009, MSF was subjected to
a 5% tax on the salary of all
MSF employees by the al-Qaida
linked al-Shabaab militia,
not to mention “registration”
costs of $10,000 (£6,300) per
project, a $20,000 tax every six
months…”
Benoit Leduc, head of mission
for MSF, France, further told the
Guardian:
“… insofar as al-Shabaab
controls the majority of the
country and Mogadishu in
particular [at the time Leduc
is speaking of], all we can do
is accept reality… and that we

don’t choose whom we talk to
– including those claiming to be
from al-Qaida…”
Yet it dares to accuse Eritrea,
without providing any evidence
to support its preposterous
accusations.
In the same vein, in its
latest report, MSF asserts
that “prolonged service” is
the primary cause of youth
migration to Europe. This is
the narrative that has been
perpetuated
by
Eritrea’s
enemies, and is used by
asylum seekers. MSF mentions
neither Ethiopia’s 15 yearlong occupation of sovereign

Eritrean territories, nor the
illegal UN sanctions engineered
by Ethiopia and the US, the
main causes of the “prolonged
service”.
Its report and the behind the
scenes campaigns (roaming
exhibitions of migrants at sea)
used to vilify the State of Eritrea
and its national development
policies, may attract the
FAKENEWS media attention for
now, but it is an egregious misuse
of MSFs humanitarian mandate.
MSF’s descent into political
advocacy also jeopardizes the
“impartiality that allows it to
operate in conflict zones around
the world”.

Pictures of 1000...

continued from page 8

Your picture is now the official
emblem of the Eritrean Currency,
Nakfa…
Don’t call me the owner. I am
not. The glory goes to the young
guys in the picture, and all of my
friends I left buried. It gives me
pleasure that that photo is now on
our coins and banknotes, but that’s
how far it goes.
But technically speaking I like
photos depicting youth, and young
passion: I take shots of parts of
their body where you can feel the
strength of youth; like curly and
crazy locks of hair, legs and a small
angle of a sincere smile. Just like
you can see in that picture.
Many young painters come and
tell me that they use my angles to
portray youth. I hate using front
shots or portraits. It seems fake.
And so when young artists tell
me that they try to make great
expositions of youth through other
angles and not the front, I feel
proud and thankful that they are
using a technic I particularly use.
Why don’t you teach?
As in stand in front of a class and
explain what photography is? No. I
can’t even talk properly, how can
I possibly explain? But whenever
young people come to me and ask
me for tips I give them gladly.
THE RIGHT MOMENT
How do you do it? Capture the
right moment?

Instinct. I think how to go
beyond what the eye perceives and
express lines which are invisible
to the eye. Normally we see things
at eye level but art surpasses that
and brings new edges. Like I said
before, because I worked in several
places and with amazing people I
was able to gain many ideas from
different perspectives. So how do
I do it? I can say it is because I had
amazing mentors.
AYNEY

It is the name of Dawit’s
daughter. It literally means ‘My
Eyes’. Dawit is a remarkable man.
He was one of the students whom
threw a student riot in 1958. He
was tortured for it, and he then
became a freedom fighter and
lost his sight in the war of Keren.
After independence he started a
family and named his daughter
Ayney, meaning his sight. Ayney
then went to Sawa and started
doing her national service; a
sequel of the independence her
dad struggled for, it is called the
struggle for development. These
are the stories I tell in my posters
and exhibitions. Aren’t these
stories all of us Eritreans have in
every house hold? The Eritrean
narrative…
It takes me days to cut and glue.
I sleep on the big posters and
collages. I think and rethink of
ways to better express my ideas.
I sometimes trim the photos in
half and drive the spectator crazy.
It can be annoying to some, but
hey I just want you to imagine
and ultimately feel the emotions
encapsulated in those pictures.

Which one was the most
expensive exhibition you ever
presented?
The exhibition I presented
at the 10th anniversary of our
independence.
And which one was the most
challenging?
I was told to make the poster
for the referendum in 1993. I
thought over and over again
about it. I couldn’t come with a
clear image of what I wanted to
do. I was born and raised in war
I didn’t know what peace was. I
was raised to sound of bullets,
bombs and destruction, and there
I was in a free country going for a
referendum… I was confused.
A MESSAGE OF
ADMIRATION
Anything you want to say at the
end?
Because your page is coming
out on the international women’s
day, I would like to take this
opportunity to talk about Eritrean
women. I actually did prepare
exhibitions for their 10th and
25th anniversaries. The Eritrean
woman I know is the emblem
of strength, love, patriotism and
endurance. They are the pillar of all
of the great Eritrean accounts. The
Eritrean community has profound
respect for them. I mean, we even
address our country as a ‘she’; we
call her our mother… an evident
example of how we respect our
women. ‘Happy women’s day, we
admire you’.
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International Women’s Day. . .
continued from page 2
has
actively
coordinated,
monitored, and implemented a
broad array of programs, initiatives,
and public campaigns. Importantly,
NUEW’s
multifaceted
work
has substantively helped propel
social transformation, develop a
conducive environment for gender
equality, support the empowerment
of women, and encourage women’s
equal participation in the political,
economic, social, and cultural
spheres. A recent visit to the
NUEW head office in Asmara
only served to underscore my
tremendous admiration and respect
for the organization’s past work and
continued efforts.
Notably, towards improving
gender equality, Eritrea has made
the expansion of educational
opportunities for females a national
priority. For example, it has worked
to revise curricula and teaching
materials to make them gender
sensitive, and improved accessibility
by increasing the number of female
teachers and establishing boarding
schools for girls in remote areas.
Encouragingly, since independence,
national gender disparities in
enrolment, completion, and literacy
have improved significantly.
The 2013- 2017 Eritrea National
Education Expansion Development
Report notes that “female gender
parity with males will be achieved
in elementary and middle education
by 2015/16, and in secondary
education by 2016,” and that “in
technical and vocational education
and training the enrolment of girls
has continued to grow.” In the
article, “Women’s participation
in higher education in Eritrea,”
published late last year, Simon
Weldemichael presents important
data illustrating the tremendous
annual improvement in female
enrolments at the College of Arts
and Social Sciences (see figure 1).
Furthermore, it should be noted
that literacy rates for young girls and
women in Eritrea are considerably
higher than those for adults,
suggesting that the country’s efforts
to strengthen the supply and quality
of basic education programmes,
particularly for females, have
been successful. These trends
are particularly impressive when
considering that, in the not so
distant past, literacy throughout the
country, particularly for females,
was tremendously low.
The positive developmental
impact of improving access to
education for females should not
be understated. According to the
International Center for Research
on Women (ICRW), “women are
more likely to control their own
destinies and effect change in their

communities when they have higher
levels of education.” Furthermore,
higher rates of enrolment and
achievement decrease fertility and
improve child health, while also
promoting economic growth and
poverty reduction by enhancing
poor people’s chances of securing
a job, raising productivity and
earnings of the working poor,
and increasing the efficiency
of entrepreneurs (Hauchler and
Kennedy 1994).
In addition to education, Eritrea’s
general development policies have
also served to support equality. For
example, consider access to water,
which has been a central focus of
Eritrea’s national developmental
objectives. In recent years, access
to clean drinking water in rural and
urban communities in Eritrea has
risen to a total of 85%, dramatically
higher than the meager figure at the
onset of independence (Ministry
of Land, Water and Environment;
Pose and Samuels 2011). Much
of the country’s improvement is
down to considerable investments,
cooperative projects and integrated
approaches that cut across ministries
and sectors, a simultaneous focus
on both rural and urban populations,
and broad community involvement.
Notably, the lack of access to water
is not just a fundamental human
rights issue, it also extends to harm
efforts to promote gender equality
and women’s empowerment,
therefore additionally severely
limiting potential for broad
development. Girls spending
valuable time fetching water may
not attend school, thus missing out
on education that may propel socioeconomic transformation, while
women who spend hours fetching
water have less time to engage
in productive income-generating
work and activities.
Importantly, particularly when
considering the theme of this year’s
IWD, Eritrea’s attention to gender
equality has also extended to the
employment and economic sectors.
Globally, women’s economic
empowerment is increasingly
recognized as an important factor
in promoting gender equality.
Economically
strengthening
women is not only a fundamental
moral imperative, in terms of
encouraging the realization of
inherent, inalienable women’s
and human rights, it also serves to
stimulate and undergird economic
growth and prosperity. A plethora of
examples and case studies abound –
from Bangladesh to Bolivia to South
Korea and Kerala, amongst others
– revealing that when families,
governments, the business sector,
communities, and societies invest
in girls and women, and work to
eliminate inequalities, developing
countries are less likely to be
plagued by destitution and poverty
and they become better positioned

to thrive within highly competitive
global markets. A quite telling
example of women’s vital role in
stimulating economic growth and
prosperity, and ultimately tangibly
improving societies, comes from
Norway. In the 1970s, as Norwegian
women entered the labor force en
masse, overall productivity greatly
improved, while the country’s tax
base nearly doubled, helping to
undergird a generous, universal
welfare state that supports all
segments of Norwegian society
In Eritrea, National Labour
and Land Reform Proclamations
secure legal protection for women
in employment, guarantee women
equal opportunities and maternal
protection benefits, and ensure that
women are able to purchase, use, or
inherit land without discrimination.
Additionally, several national
initiatives, such as the Macro
Policy, the Interim Poverty
Reduction Strategy Program,
the National Saving and Loan
Program, the National Gender
Action Plan, and NUEW’s microcredit programs were specifically
created to guarantee that women
would be adequately supported with
the requisite resources and vital

technical training that would help
them fulfill their socioeconomic
potential.
The diverse efforts promoting
equality, coupled with gradual
– yet quite noticeable – societal
cultural changes, have seen women
integrated into many sectors of
the economy, allowing them to
play a vital role in the country’s
development and progress. With the
majority of the Eritrea’s population
residing within rural and semirural
areas, relying predominantly on
agriculture, crop cultivation, and
animal husbandry for income, it is
notable that many Eritrean women
now proudly own land. Women’s
ownership also extends to business,
with a considerable proportion
controlling small and medium-sized
enterprises. Moreover, women now
constitute a large segment of the
workforce, and they remain very
active in the informal sector. While
women have traditionally been
concentrated in manufacturing,
such as the garment, leather, and
tobacco industries, through steady
improvements and investment in
education and human capital, and
greater access to opportunity, they
are gradually transitioning to high-

skill sectors.Around the world, it
has long been the rule that women
are inferior, with little ability to
contribute substantively to society.
However, from the days of the long
struggle and since independence,
Eritrea’s resilient women have
shattered such outdated, patriarchal
rules and notions through their
wholehearted
participation,
struggle,
contributions,
and
sacrifice. Today, Eritrean women
are active within all areas of
society and they contribute in many
diverse ways, ultimately playing a
crucial role in the country’s socioeconomic progress and overall
development.
In Eritrea, an old, backwards
proverb states that, “like there is
no donkey with horns, there is no
woman with brains.” Relegating
such sentiments to the dustbins of
history, a more apt phrase, to borrow
from a proclamation by the late
Chairman Mao, is that “[Eritrean]
women hold up half the sky.” This
IWD (and every other day of the
year), allow us to recognize and
appreciate the key roles played by
women in all sectors and begin to
take tangible actions to ensure an
equitable, inclusive society.

Local News

NUEW Activities in Connection with March 8
Members of the National Union of Eritrean Women (NUEW) from the Ministries of Health and Foreign
Affairs have conducted different activities in connection with International Women’s Day.
Members of the NUEW branch in the Ministry of Health donated 200 bed sheets and 100 pajamas to women
patients receiving treatment at Edaga-Hamus and Biet-Meka’e hospitals. The chairwoman of the branch,
Ms. Elilta Abraha, gave briefing regarding the heroic feats Eritrean women demonstrated and called on the
government institutions and the society to strengthen cooperation towards empowering women.
Ms. Amina Nurhusein, Minister of Health, said that the Eritrean women have practically demonstrated their
active participation in the nation-building process, safeguarding national sovereignty and national development
endeavors. The members also conducted sanitation popular campaign at the Asmara Martyrs Cemetery.
Similarly, the NUEW branch in the Foreign Ministry organized entertainment program to the disabled
citizens.
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Pictures of 1000 words and 10000 more
Billion Temesghen

We have for you today an amazing photographer: Freminatos Estifanos. He believes that photos have the ultimate power of challenging the unstoppable
time itself by confining occurrences, reactions, happenings and sensations.
Here follows a glimpse of our conversation.
STICKING HIS NOSE
EVERYWHERE
I was born in Dekemhare, but I
was literally raised by the EPLF.
Dekemhare was one of the earliest
liberated areas and a stronghold
of the EPLF, so there were many
freedom fighters there. They
took on several social endeavors;
education for children being one.
I studied painting at school. My
very first teacher was an amazing
one. His name was Haile but he
was known as Haile Artist. When
I joined Keyahti Embeba I met him
there again. I was both happy and
surprised to see him as a freedom
fighter. Every artist in Eritrea knows
about him, Martyr Haile Artist was
the greatest… my mentor.
I joined Keyahti Embeba at
eleven years old. It was a cultural
troupe composed of children and
youth. We studied and learned arts
and we used to travel for tours. We
then relocated from Dekemhare
to Nakfa and there I became a
freedom fighter.
Soon after our military training
I was assigned to the EPLF’s

political HQ’s and from there to
the Media unit, the photography
branch, to be specific. There I met
with Hilal, a French comrade who
at the time was head of the branch.
Maybe if I tell you now the
front was probably the strongest in
documenting you wouldn’t believe
me, because you would naturally
think if they were there to fight
why bother with photos, motion
pictures, a monthly magazine
and a radio station?... We had big
underground bunkers where we
had our darkroom and whatever
is needed to print thousands of
pictures. Atop of the mountain there
was our radio station delivering
our voice to the people of Eritrea
and to the world.
But the truth is that the front
was extremely complex, our
freedom struggle was not about
killing enemy’s soldiers; the actual
struggle of development we are
currently carrying is a continuation
of the struggle we started in 1961.
Yesterday and today, we struggle
to lay a base for a perpetually
strong Eritrea. And this is why
documenting events in forms
of photos and motion pictures

So you worked in several units?
Because I was young I was
curious about everything. I stuck
my nose in almost everything.
Working in the political HQs,
then at the EPLF’s political HQ’s
and then the photography branch
allowed me to acquire a clear vision
of what the front was about. So the
artist in me was eager to grasp the
emotions, values and virtues of
young freedom fighters and their
epic journey.
PHOTOGRAPHY
In 1982 I was appointed to the
front’s motion pictures branch
but I refused. I love still pictures
more. There is a huge difference
between sequences of pictures
making up a motion film directing
your imagination to a preset point;
that is not the case with pictures.
A photo is 1000 words and 10000
more, and it doesn’t abuse the
spectators’ imagination. It gives
the mind the right to interpret
whatever it’s perceived in ways
the conscious part of our brain
would not understand. I hope you
understand what I mean…
I refused to stay with the motion
pictures branch and joined what
we called the Slide Unit; one of
our main tasks was to prepare
exhibitions. Back then there was no
Photoshop or anything of the sort.
Therefore we used to prepare grand
exhibitions of massive posters and
thousands of pictures, all, with
paper, glue, sprays and cutters.
THE FIRST SHOT

Freminatos’s most notable picture can be found in Eritrea’s bank-notes

We would organize exhibitions
and showcase them in liberated
areas of the country and abroad.
We take photos that tell how our
days were: our struggles, our front,
our hospitals and the roads we
built and our society’s situations.
We would also provide pictures for
the articles on the magazine, we
were extremely devoted to match
the message of the articles, and
we’d discuss intensively with the
writers and make an impression
every time!

mattered a lot.

In 1987 there was a public
festival. Eritreans from all walks
of life gathered with the freedom
fighters and spent a whole
week together. I was a novice
photographer, so I was told to take
pictures of the general public. They
thought they gave me a simple job,
but not for me. It was a massive
task. I told myself that I was going
to seize in the photos the emotions
of the people when coming together
with the freedom fighters. I aimed

Freminatos in 1991

for facial expressions, gestures
of joy… I went around with my
camera choosing the best angles.
One of my photos made it to
Sagem’s front page, which was
the front’s monthly magazine.
My parents were in the USA. For
years they knew nothing about my
whereabouts.
They thought maybe I had died
in the armed struggle. They saw
my photo in the cover page with
my name and realized I was still
alive. The photos in the magazines
and exhibitions were the only
thing they had of me until after
independence. After that I took part
in several fairs and won six prizes.
1000 WORDS AND 10000
MORE
Along with my compatriots in
the photography unit we would
run to capture the miracles of
our compatriots. You wouldn’t
understand, but those guys were
not human. A young girl or a boy
would run straight forward to a tank
with an explosive and burn with it.
Humans would not normally do
that, but my compatriots did, and
they did it with the biggest and
the brightest smiles I have ever
seen. Some other would run into a
burning house with no protection
to bring out civilians and they
would go in and out over and over
again until they’d be the only one
buried under the flames. Others
would overpass enemy’s front lines
to provide education and health
services to civilians. It’s an ocean
of God knows what it was we were
doing.

NOT A WRITER, BUT
DEFINITLLY A STORY
TELLER
I wake up in the middle of the
night and try to make sense of the
ideas I get. I normally tell my wife,
because some of it I can’t even
remember in the morning. Some of
it doesn’t even make sense. I don’t
like writing, I can’t express myself
in words, and I’d rather draw or
better yet take photos and put them
together to tell stories through
different lines and angles.
I normally would sleep in
the dark room looking at the
pictures. Because I was young,
I was extremely loved and my
older brothers and sisters –my
compatriots, looked after me. So
when I told them I wanted to make
a photo book they encouraged me
greatly. I worked on it for eight
months and I had collected a mix of
a sequence of collages and compiled
some 250 pages. However, I hadn’t
written a single caption. I took it to
Yemane Gebreab and he was like
“What about the caption?” I told
him I had no clue, and then he
picked a pencil and showed me
how to give hints without giving
away too much. I understood the
technicality of what he told me to
do but I was still out of words, in
fact it took me another month to
complete the captions. In some
parts I simply put lyrics of some
songs.
NATIONAL SYMBOL

continued on page 6

